Increased impact factor for UEG Journal
We are pleased to share UEG Journal's 2020 impact factor of 4.623!
This secures its place among the top journals in the Web of Science category of
Gastroenterology & Hepatology and signals the confidence of the professional community
in UEG Journal.
Submit your articles to become part of a multidisciplinary journal! Starting this year, all
articles are freely available to read, download and share, so your work will now be seen,
read and cited even more.

Find out more

Recognise the best paper of 2021

Listen to the UEG Journal authors

The current Journal Best Paper Awardee is
Nicolas Richard, the first author of the
winning article The effectiveness of rotating

In the latest episode of the UEG Journal
podcast The impact of the COVID-19
pandemic in gastroenterology: focus on IBD,

versus single course antibiotics for small
intestinal bacterial overgrowth.
The paper was chosen because it
addresses an important question in a
condition with limited guidelines and
evidence-based strategies. The results have
the potential to change clinical practice in
the near future.

Katarzyna Pawlak talks to Fernando Magro
and Candida Abreu about the latest
evidence of the impact of COVID-19 on the
management of IBD patients and current
vaccination recommendations.
You can listen using your browser, or sign
up wherever you get your podcasts to not
miss any episodes, each featuring one of
the most important recently published
articles!

Read now
Get podcast

Check out the July highlights

Discuss with authors and editors

Explore the latest open access research
across all fields of digestive health in UEG
Journal. The July issue includes highlights
such as:
• Development and validation of a
prognostic score for long-term
transplant-free survival in autoimmune
hepatitis type 1
• The gastrointestinal tract in hunger and
satiety signalling
• The effectiveness of rotating versus

At the upcoming UEG Week, you should not
miss these special sessions, moderated by
the UEG Journal Editors:
•

•

Highlights from UEG Journal: Watch
presentations of highly cited papers
from UEG Journal on IBD, Pancreas
and Endoscopy and discuss them
with the authors
The future of journals: Add social media
and mix well with scientific publishing:

single course antibiotics for small
intestinal bacterial overgrowth
•

Browse issue

Debate the future of publishing and
new ways to communicate science
in digestive health
Cool solutions for hot GI information:
How to stay updated on
gastroenterology: Learn where to get
trustworthy information and
evidence and how to select the right
sources.

See programme

Get tips about how to publish

Live through a crisis

In the Young GI Angle article How to publish
in high‐impact journals as young fellows?
authors Ting‐Ting Chan, Louis H. S. Lau
and Rashid N. Lui share their thoughts on
how to get listed as an author or co‐author
in a published study.

A crisis can last some time and requires
patience and persistence. Stuck in the
middle of it, it can be extremely hard to get
on with your clinical and scientific career.

Wiley also offers many useful resources,
e.g. on how to prepare your article and how
to submit and navigate peer review.

In our latest Young GI Angle article,
Henriette Heinrich and Gianluca Ianiro give
tips on how to manage difficult situations in
your career and how to turn them into an
opportunity for your personal and
professional live.

Learn more

Read article
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